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Karen's music is passionate and evokes emotion - get ready for a beautiful escape. "I really think the

package is beautiful and will attract people to it, once they get inside they'll be goners." Will Ackerman.

Album placed #8 NEW AGE CHART OCT 2005 12 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: New Age, EASY LISTENING:

Mood Music Details: Karen plays from a classical background, but brings to it her abundant heart" Will

Ackerman (legendary pioneer of New Age Music and found of Windham Hill Records) Produced by Will

Ackerman, 2004 Grammy Award-Winner  Windham Hill Records founder. The piano was recorded at

world renowned Skywalker Sound Studios, a Lucasfilm Ltd. company, near San Francisco, California,

other Instruments recorded at Imaginary Road Studios, Windham Hill County, Vermont. ALLURE OF

SANCTUARY is the result of Garrett's obvious talent combined with a diligence to create awe-inspiring

music. Eight original compositions mingle beautifully with Brian Gibson's "The Green Hills" and Erik

Satie's "Gnossieme" Nos. 1,2 and 3. Garrett's "Tip-Toe Dancer (Kathryn's Song)," "Welcome B," "Will's

Song," "Toll of War," and the breathtaking title track are stunning contributions by a relative new comer to

the recording industry. ----------------- Review by RJ Lannan, New Age Reporter, on 11/3/2005 "If you are

looking for a piano album that suggests light, airy feelings and sunny, day-dream interludes then Allure of

Sanctuary the new release by Karen Marie Garrett is just the ticket. The overall theme promises that

there are still places remaining that cater to the weary spirit and harbor the heart-searching if only for a

few precious moments. Karen Marie has a great sense of composition and she must know first hand what

breaks, or better still, what heals a troubled heart. Like something out of child's imaginary dream world,

the first tune Tip-toe Dancer (Kathryn's Song) creates a light, flirty mood. You can almost see the tiny

ballerina dancing amidst a red velvet background. Once you close the lid of the box the music stops, but

the tune remains in your heart. I always thought that the Ewoks in the Star Wars movies were superfluous
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and just too cute for words, but apparently Karen Marie thinks differently as she pays homage to the furry

little heroes in the song Lake EWOk Muse. I am assuming that it is actually the lake side setting that is

the subject. Frankly, it doesn't matter what she called the tune as it is absolutely superb. There is a

wondrous pastoral beauty about it that paints the image of a placid lake on a warm afternoon. Hungry fish

make dimples on the lake's surface and perhaps a few angry clouds are moving in from the west, but for

now the lazy sun is your only companion. Eugene Freisen's cello is a welcome addition and the song

would not be complete without him. It is one of my favorites on Allure of Sanctuary and seems to suit the

theme for the album quite well. It's like walking through a door and finding escape just on the other side.

The title track Allure of Sanctuary probably has the snappiest beat of any song and it grabs you with its

tango-like cadence and whispery voice background. There is a place that consoles the spirit and lets your

cares melt away. It may be called dreamland, inner peace or Cloud 9, but is best accompanied by this

fanciful tune. Wistful dreams abound when you listen to the tune The Green Hills. The solo piano number

is a showcase for Garrett's pastoral composing style and versatility and it is a welcome reprieve from the

day's harried endeavors. It will be one of your favorites as it is mine. Karen Marie touches on three of

impressionist Erik Satie's more somber works, the "plain songs" Gnossiennes 1, 2,  3. Satie of course is a

favorite of mine and I have long suspected that he is the pater of New Age Music. Satie dedicated his

works to the great palaces at Knossos and I imagine that Garrett is enamored by his simple, yet inventive

ideology. Will's Song is I suppose sort of a tribute to Karen Marie's producer, Will Ackerman. Yes, that

Will Ackerman. Who knows why, but the song remains an outstanding cut on Allure of Sanctuary (I jest of

course). The tune, an improvisation made with K.M.'s engine at idle and the meter running has a depth of

mood with an almost idyllic beauty. The best cut by far on the CD is called Toll of War. Accompanied

once again by cellist Eugene Friesen, the solemn, emotional piece is a work of musical art. In the back of

my mind I am reminded of Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata when I listen to this work. The same gravity of

mood, but from different sources of inspiration. Garrett's piece is a lament, yet remains contemplative and

mentally accessible. Overall, it has a sad, formal quality like something out of Henryk Gorecki's repertoire,

but it has nascent beauty to it that makes it appealing. Karen Marie Garrett's music is cloud chasing

music. It is light and soothing without being repetitive or droning. It is the perfect soundtrack to any sunny

day, no matter what the forecast says." Correction requested: The Green Hills, arrangement - Karen

Marie Garrett, composer - Brian Gibson) ------------------------ Review by Kathy Parsons, Solo Piano



Publications, 11/13/2005 "Allure of Sanctuary" is the second CD released by Karen Marie Garrett. It is

astounding how much this artist has grown since her 2002 debut, "Pensare Piano." Will Ackerman's gifts

as producer certainly helped to make this CD as breathtaking as it is, but if the quality of music isn't there,

no producer in the world can give it soul and depth - and this CD has mega-doses of both. A

classically-trained pianist from the age of five, Ms. Garrett plays with the strength and emotional clarity

that come from years of expressing oneself at the piano, sharing the joys and sorrows of life with the

beloved 88's. The twelve pieces include eight original compositions, a lovely arrangement of "The Green

Hills" by Brian Gibson, and Erik Satie's "Trois Gnossiennes," performed as originally composed. Most of

the pieces are piano solo, but Garrett is joined on two by award-winning cellist Eugene Friesen (I LOVE

cello and piano together!). Some of the other tracks have English horn, light percussion, and wordless

vocals, but this is truly an incredible piano album. The CD begins with "Tip-Toe Dancer (Kathryn's Song),"

one of the lighter pieces in this collection. It was inspired by a story told by a close friend about a

childhood dance performed for friends and family. Graceful yet playful, it is easy to imagine the

seriousness of the young dancer and the warm reception of the adults. "Lake EWOK Muse" is an

improvisational duet for piano and cello that followed a sunrise meditation beside Lake EWOK at

Skywalker Ranch, where the album was recorded. The feeling of serenity envelops you as you listen to

the two artists interact seamlessly, creating a perfect sense of peace. "Simple Things" is a celebration

that begins in a classical style reminiscent of a children's piano study and evolves, retaining the sweet

melody and simplicity of the message but becoming a full and graceful solo. The title track is fascinating.

It begins with a mournful piano prelude and becomes a rhythmic dance with a seductive Spanish flavor.

Noah Wilding's (Susan Whittle) vocals and percussion provided by Will Ackerman and Derrick Jordan add

to the enchantment. "Will's Song" is an improvisational piece that is so deeply felt that it almost sends a

chill - what a beauty! "Toll of War (Adagio)" is a wrenching duet for piano and cello. A profound statement

of humanity rather than of politics, the sense of loss and pain reach to the depths of the soul. This is a

piece that needs to be heard. The gentle, pensive closing track is a solo piano reprise of "Lake EWOK

Muse." "Allure of Sanctuary" is a must-have CD! Highly recommended!!! -------------------- "dj" aka: Donna

Jo Thornton, Music Director - Morning Breeze, Jazz! FM 88.5 KSBR "I went to my office and just sat

quietly and enjoyed your new album... I'll be sharing it with the audience tomorrow morning....my reaction

to your music was the experience of "chills of wonder" as I listened. After a hectic week, when I thought I



was too burned out to listen to anything with a clear head, "Allure of Sanctuary" smoothed the jangled

neuro receptorsand gave me a second wind. I was lifted beyond my drama to pause and daydream. What

a gift." ------------ Anne Williams, Nightscapes - Music That Makes You Feel Good "I received your cd and

listened yesterday while in notorious Boston traffic. I LOVE this cd. After a particularly stressful week, one

filled with negativity strong enough to almost turn even ME into a pessimist, your music brought great

relief and solace. I am one of those people who do look at the cd covers when browsing to purchase, and

I must say that the kindness in your eyes pours through your hands into your music. Thank you for

sending this lovely cd. I will be playing selections from it on this week's edition of Nightscapes ...."
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